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Abstract

Scene labeling task is to segment the image into meaningful regions and categorize them into classes of objects which comprised the image. Commonly used methods typically find the local features for each segment and label them using classifiers. Afterwards, labeling is smoothed in order to make sure that neighboring regions receive similar labels. However, these methods ignore expressive connections between labels and non-local dependencies among regions. In this paper, we propose to use a sparse estimation of precision matrix (also called concentration matrix), which is the inverse of covariance matrix of data obtained by graphical lasso to find interaction between labels and regions. To do this, we formulate the problem as an energy minimization over a graph, whose structure is captured by applying sparse constraint on the elements of the precision matrix. This graph encodes (or represents) only significant interactions and avoids a fully connected graph, which is typically used to reflect the long distance associations. We use local and global information to achieve better labeling. We assess our approach on three datasets and obtained promising results.

1. Introduction

Semantic image segmentation, assigning a label to each pixel of an image, is a classic and challenging task in computer vision, due to the efforts needed to simultaneously segment and recognize the image regions. One of the widely used approaches to address this problem is to exploit MAP (maximum a posteriori) inference in a multi-class conditional random field (CRF). This is the extension of the binary CRF, which has been widely used to find foreground-background in images. Common CRF models are defined over pixels, patches or super-pixels of the image. These models generally comprise of the unary or association potential, which measures how likely a pixel (or a super-pixel) can be assigned a particular label without taking into account the properties of other parts of the image, and the smoothing or interaction potential, which assesses (evaluates) how the labels of the other connected nodes (pixels or super-pixels) interact to maximize the assignment agreement.

Commonly, the structure of the CRF is specified manually; in images typically a 2D lattice is used to build an adjacency CRF using the neighboring pixels. However, this model has two important limitations. First, it is unable to incorporate long-range (long-distance) connections between different regions of the image. Second, it may not be able to model the contextual relationships among labels and may not be capable of capturing the complexity in the labels. One of the approaches to overcome this problem is to use a fully connected CRF, in which pair-wise potentials are defined between all pairs of the nodes (pixels or super-pixels). However, the main limitation of this method is the complexity of the inference. The overwhelming number of edges in
the model makes the problem difficult to be solved in an acceptable time. Furthermore, since the optimization solution to the multi-label CRF is not exact, the complexity in the structure leads to reduced accuracy.

In this paper, we propose to learn the label graph (the correlation graph between labels in the dataset) and find the structure of the super-pixels within the image using the sparse precision matrix (also called concentration matrix) estimated using graphical lasso. We aim to infuse the relations between labels in the model, without expensive learning of parameters in training the CRF. By doing this, we find the compatibility among labels instead of using Potts model for all pairs of labels, thus the cost for different combination of labels would be dependent on their correlation and the way they influence each other. However, we consider only nodes (regions) in the image, which have interactions with other regions and which are not limited to spatial smoothness only. Also, our model facilitates using smaller elements (smaller super-pixels or pixels) of the image. Due to the fact that, we do not need to encode all interactions between these elements, we can find finer and more accurate boundaries using smaller super-pixels. In our approach, in addition to utilizing the scene semantics by employing the structure and dependency among labels and regions, we also exploit global context by refining local probabilities achieved by classifiers using a retrieval set, which is obtained based on $k$ nearest neighbors of image employing GIST features.

In order to demonstrate the performance of our method, we report experimental results on three benchmark datasets including MSRC2 [20], Stanford Background [7] and SIFT-flow [16]. In summary, we make the following contributions:

- We find the structure of the graphical model between labels and regions using sparse precision matrix to exploit helpful long distance interactions without considering all connections.

- We improve the scores of super-pixels by combining local classifiers results and probabilities obtained by a retrieval set based on global information of a scene.

- We incorporate discovered significant interactions between labels (positive or negative correlations) in pairwise cost term of the energy minimization problem.

The rest of the paper organized as follow: section 2 reviews related work proposed for scene labeling, and in section 3 our proposed method is described in detail. The experiments and evaluations of our method are presented in section 4, and finally in section 5 we conclude our paper.

2. Related Work

Recently, semantic segmentation has been the subject of many research works. Proposed methods are different in terms of employed features and descriptors, primitive elements (pixels, patches or regions), classifier choices and incorporation of different techniques for context. A majority of methods employ Conditional Random Fields [14]. These methods use mainly appearance (local features) as unary potential and smoothness between neighboring elements as the pairwise term [20]. In order to integrate potentials of the features at different levels (pixels and super-pixels) higher order CRF have also been explored [19], [7].

In addition to local features, some methods benefit from object detectors and combine the results from detectors and context information [14], [26]. In some approaches, the image segments are labeled by transferring the labels from a dataset of known labels. To do so, for a given image, similar images are retrieved from a sample data using a nearest neighbor algorithm, then by using Markov Random Field model, pixels (or super-pixels) in the image are labeled [16], [25] and [27]. There are many extensions of this type of labeling, for instance, in [2] authors propose to learn the weights of descriptors in an off-line manner to reduce the impact of incorrectly retrieved super-pixels. Also, authors in [22] proposed to use a locally adaptive distance metric to find the relevance of features for small patches in the image and to transfer the labels from retrieved candidates to small patches of the image. In [8], instead of using a retrieval set to transfer the labels, a graph of dense overlapping patch correspondences is constructed; and the query image is labeled by using established patch correspondences.

In some other papers, authors incorporate context information in their modeling, using global features of the image or applying co-occurrence of the labels [29]. Deep learning techniques have also been used in scene labeling. For each pixel of the image, multi-scaled features are obtained and a neural network is trained to aggregate feature maps and to label the regions with highest scores. Note that, these models need a large data for training [3], [25]. In [11] authors proposed to represent an image as a collage of warped, layered objects which are sampled from reference images. For a given image, they retrieve a dictionary of object segment candidates that match the image, then represent the image by combining these matched segments. For this purpose, they need a dataset of label exemplars. Moreover, in [10] the authors use detectors to find the bounding boxes of the objects and label regions using information from detectors and surface occlusions, in addition, they use RGB-depth to understand the scene.

In contrast to these models, we automatically find the relations of classes, and incorporate the context in refining scores as well as pairwise costs to achieve better label assignments without highly expensive training or merely using common scene to model the relations among classes.
3. Proposed Approach

Our approach consists of two main steps. The first step consists of off-the-shelf parts including feature extraction and classifier training based on local features of the sample training images. Also, in this phase using the training data, we capture the structure of semantic label interactions graph to be later employed in the pair-wise cost computation. In the second step, which is the inference, for a given image the label scores are obtained via the classifiers (random forest and nearest neighbors), then the energy function of a sparse graphical model on super-pixels is optimized to label each super-pixel.

3.1. Graphical Lasso and Sparse Precision Matrix

In order to find the structure of the graph of our model, we employ the precision matrix (the inverse of covariance matrix) to capture the dependency between variables. The partial correlation between two variables $X$ and $Y$, given other variable $Z$, measures the association between $X$ and $Y$, after regressing $X$ and $Y$ on $Z$. If the partial correlation between two variables given all other variables is zero, there will be no edge between them in the corresponding partial correlation graph. The matrix of partial correlations between variables can be defined using the inverse of covariance matrix $\Omega$. Therefore, zeros in the inverse covariance indicate that there is no edge in the graph. Even though empirical covariance of the data is a decent approximation of the true covariance, this is not valid for the precision matrix. Furthermore, when the dimension of the data increases, the covariance matrix may not be invertible. We assume the data follows Gaussian distribution and use graphical lasso.

Let $X = (X^{(1)}, ..., X^{(p)})$ be a $p$-dimensional random vector. Assume, we have a set of $n$ random samples $X_1, ..., X_n$, we are interested in identifying conditional independence between the pair of variables (features) $X^{(i)}$ and $X^{(j)}$, given other variables. In doing so, $X$ can be represented by a graph $G = (V, E)$, where vertices correspond to $p$ variables and the edges represent the correlations between variables. In the Gaussian (Normal) distribution, the correlation and dependency graph are equivalent. Even though the data may not have a normal distribution, since conditional independence graphs are hard to estimate,
In training, we start with segmenting each sample image into super-pixels using efficient graph-based segmentation method [4], followed by computing a feature vector (including, SIFT, color mean) for each super-pixel in the image. Since the ground truth for each image is pixel based, each super-pixel is assigned a label which correspond to the majority of its pixels. We use the same features as used in [25].

In order to rescale the classifier scores and give chance to other classes to compete during optimization phase, we use a sigmoid function. By doing so, if the classifier mislabels a super-pixel, there is more chance that the label would be changed during the inference phase. We adapt the parameters of the sigmoid function using the validation data. We use random forest classifiers [15] to classify each super-pixel in a test image. Due to the fact that super-pixels may break the structure of the data, since training data inevitably is noisy, the bagging using subset of training examples and subsets of features is used to reduce the effects of the noisy data. Unlike some of the other methods, which train object detectors in addition to the region classifiers, we only use region features and small scale classifiers to obtain the initial label scores for each super-pixel. In our experiments, random forest achieved better results in terms of average accuracy among all the classes, even though we randomly discard some of the samples during the training, due to large number of super-pixels.

### 3.3. Global Retrieval

Since the local classifiers treat each super-pixel individually, the context information may be missed, therefore we propose to refine the scores obtained from the classifiers by leveraging the global feature extracted from the data. By doing this, we enforce that global information of the scene and geometrical features play a role in labeling the data. We use GIST features to retrieve a subset of the nearest neighbors of the query image from the training data. We use the method proposed in [17] to speedup the retrieval process and make it scalable for large databases. Next, we compute the probability of assigning each label, \( l \), at a specific location by counting the number of super-pixels with the label \( l \) in the retrieval set, and normalize it with respect to the total number of labels. Thus, we have a probability as \( p_g(l|\text{location} = (x,y)) \). Finally, for each label we modify the obtained scores from the classifiers with these probabilities (corresponding to the super-pixels) using the following late fusion formulation:

\[
w_{\text{new}}(i,j) = w(i,j)\gamma \times p_g(i,j)^{1-\gamma},
\]

where \( \gamma \) is the combination coefficient and \( w_{\text{new}}(i,j) \) is the new probability of \( i_{th} \) label for the super-pixel \( j \).

### 3.4. Scene Graph Structure

In order to capture the structure of the label graph, we start by building a matrix comprising of the sample data.
Each image in the training set is represented by a vector of size equal to the number of classes; we want to discover the influences of labels, therefore our random variables (features) are labels in the dataset. For example, in the SIFT-flow data set we have 33 labels, therefore each vector has dimension of 33. The value of a particular variable (specific label) in this representation is the probability of seeing that label in the image. These probabilities are obtained by counting the pixels belonging to the class and normalizing them by the image size. Then, using equation 2 the precision (concentration) matrix is estimated. The degree of the sparsity is handled by parameter $\lambda$. Partial correlations of labels are used to find the interaction between labels, which will be used for pairwise-cost (interaction potential) in the CRF formulation instead of using Potts model. Therefore, if two connected nodes do not have the same label, assigning different pair of labels contribute differently in finding the conditional probability of the assignment.

In addition, in order to capture the structure of the graph for the image elements (here super-pixels) in the inference step, we use the graphical lasso to obtain the relationships between the super-pixels. By doing this, if two super-pixels are related but assigned irrelevant labels, the cost of the assignment is increased. To do so, each super-pixel is treated as a random variable, and by using the classifiers which are trained for class labels, we generate samples for these variables. Thus, the length of each vector is equal to the number of super-pixels and we will have $L$ vectors, where $L$ is number of the classes. Then, we again use graphical lasso and estimate a sparse precision matrix (inverse of covariance), and subsequently obtain the partial correlation graph, where the zero indicates no edge between super-pixels. Note that since the number of super-pixels can be large, the covariance matrix may be singular and not invertible, due to the fact that the number of available samples (e.g. scores from classifiers) is limited. Therefore, in such cases using the sparse estimation can be beneficial. Not only do we find the structure and the connections between regions, we also use these values to incorporate relevancy of super-pixels in pairwise potentials. As it is shown in figure 3 the inverse of the sample covariance matrix is very noisy due to the fact that the covariance matrix can be singular (or close to singular). By using the graphical lasso we can capture the structure of the graph, (as shown in the figure) and also preserve the correlation between spatial neighbors of super-pixels. The alternative for finding the relations between super-pixels is to use their features and try to find dependency between super-pixels, by sparse representation of each super-pixels using other super-pixels as predictors. The example is shown in the bottom row of the figure 3. We use features of super-pixels after reducing the dimension by PCA. In our experiments, we use the scores from classifiers as sample data since they are more efficient.

### 3.5. Energy Function Optimization

As we obtain graph structure for the query image, we build a CRF over the super-pixels given the features of the image, and formulate an energy function $E$ as follows:

$$E(y,x) = \sum_{s_i} U(y_i, x) + \tau \sum_{i,j \in rel_set(i,j)} V(y_i, y_j, x),$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(4)}$$

where the goal is to assign a label $y_i \in \mathcal{L} = 1, 2, \ldots, l$ to each super-pixel $i$, while leveraging correlations between labels to refine the initial labeling. Also, we aim to incorporate local smoothness between relevant super-pixels as well. $rel_set(i, j)$ represents the set of the edges, which correspond to non-zero entries in the precision matrix. And, $\tau$ is a weight to control the balance of smoothness. The unary term, $U$, here is defined as the cost of assigning a label $c$ to a super-pixel $s_i$, which we obtain by using scores provided by the classifier $w_i$ for a particular super-pixel:

$$U(y_i = c | x_{s_i}) = 1 - \frac{1}{1 + e^{-w_i c}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(5)}$$

The pairwise term considers both appearance similarity between super-pixel $i$ and $j$ as well as correlation between labels, as follows:

$$V(y_i = l, y_j = k | x_{s_i}, x_{s_j}) = \delta(l, k) \times F(s_i, s_j),$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(6)}$$

$$\delta(l, k) = -\log(\sigma(\rho_{l,k})), \hspace{1cm} \text{(7)}$$

where $\rho_{l,k}$ is the correlation between labels which is found in the training step, $\sigma$ is a sigmoid function, and $F$ is the measure of similarity between super-pixels based on color and position features. This term adds cost to the energy

$$E(y,x) = \sum_{s_i} U(y_i, x) + \tau \sum_{i,j \in rel_set(i,j)} V(y_i, y_j, x),$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(4)}$$

where the goal is to assign a label $y_i \in \mathcal{L} = 1, 2, \ldots, l$ to each super-pixel $i$, while leveraging correlations between labels to refine the initial labeling. Also, we aim to incorporate local smoothness between relevant super-pixels as well. $rel_set(i, j)$ represents the set of the edges, which correspond to non-zero entries in the precision matrix. And, $\tau$ is a weight to control the balance of smoothness. The unary term, $U$, here is defined as the cost of assigning a label $c$ to a super-pixel $s_i$, which we obtain by using scores provided by the classifier $w_i$ for a particular super-pixel:

$$U(y_i = c | x_{s_i}) = 1 - \frac{1}{1 + e^{-w_i c}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(5)}$$

The pairwise term considers both appearance similarity between super-pixel $i$ and $j$ as well as correlation between labels, as follows:

$$V(y_i = l, y_j = k | x_{s_i}, x_{s_j}) = \delta(l, k) \times F(s_i, s_j),$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(6)}$$

$$\delta(l, k) = -\log(\sigma(\rho_{l,k})), \hspace{1cm} \text{(7)}$$

where $\rho_{l,k}$ is the correlation between labels which is found in the training step, $\sigma$ is a sigmoid function, and $F$ is the measure of similarity between super-pixels based on color and position features. This term adds cost to the energy...
in cases where related or similar super-pixels are given irrelevant labels. However, it also applies different costs to different combinations of labels. It should be noted that here that the edges are not limited to spatial neighbors of the super-pixels only, we also include significant (relevant) long interactions. However, despite fully connected configurations, we do not consider all interactions, thus only significant relations are taken into account. In this structure irrelevant and noisy interactions are avoided. Moreover, we incorporate the partial correlations between super-pixels in the function $F$ given below. This provides the notion of dependency between super-pixels apart from only the appearance similarity.

$$F(s_i, s_j) = (w_1 e^{-\|I_i - I_j\|} + w_2 e^{-\|p_i - p_j\|}) R(s_i, s_j),$$

(8)

where $I_i$ is the feature for super-pixel $i$, namely color mean, $p_j$ is the center position of the super-pixel $i$, and $R$ measures the relevancy of two super-pixels. This can be computed as $exp(\sigma(\rho_{s_i, s_j}))$, where $\sigma$ is a sigmoid function.

4. Experiments and Results

We evaluate our method on three benchmark datasets. The first dataset is Stanford-background, which has 8 classes and 715 images, and following [21] data is randomly split into 80% for training and the rest for testing with 5-fold cross validation. As shown in table 1 we compare our results with state-of-the-art methods, and we achieve better results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Avg Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Farabet natural [3]</td>
<td>81.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gould [9]</td>
<td>77.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shauai [21]</td>
<td>80.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Classifier</td>
<td>72.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Classifier + Global</td>
<td>78.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local + Global + Spatial smoothing</td>
<td>82.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours Final (sparse structure)</td>
<td><strong>84.6</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5. On the top row, we show two graphs: LEFT: obtained by the sparse partial correlation matrix, and the RIGHT: obtained using an empirical inverse of covariance matrix. As it is clear, more relevant relations are maintained and irrelevant edges are removed. Below the graphs, we show some sample images which have been properly labeled using the positive or negative correlation between labels. (a) sample image, (b) ground truth, (c) classifier result, (d) spatial neighborhood smoothing with Potts model, (e) results obtained by our approach.

The second dataset that we assess our approach with is SIFTflow dataset [16], which consists of 2,488 training images and 200 testing images from 33 classes collected from LabelMe [18]. The quantitative results of our approach are reported in table 2 and qualitative results are shown in figure 4. As it is shown, our method is able to achieve promising results without using computationally expensive features or object detectors. Note that the main aim of our method is to improve the local labeling via capturing the proper interactions among labels and super-pixels in addition to leverage from context information. Thus, improving the initial labeling leads to better final results.

We also applied our method on third dataset, MSRCV2 [20], which has 591 images of 23 classes. We use the provided split, 276 images in training and 255 images. Here again our method improves the classifiers results and achieves comparable results to the other methods which use different features. For instance, authors in [12] extract features for each pixel, and build a fully connected graph on pixel levels, where the unary classifier gives 84% accuracy.
Figure 6. This example demonstrate that adding long distance edges can prevent over-smoothing and also refine the labels.

Table 2. Accuracy on SIFTflow dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Avg Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Farabet [3]</td>
<td>78.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tighe [26]</td>
<td>78.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collage Parsing [28]</td>
<td>77.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shuauai [21]</td>
<td>80.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerorge without Fisher Vectors [6]</td>
<td>77.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Classifiers</td>
<td>71.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Classifiers + Global</td>
<td>75.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local +Global + Spatial smoothing</td>
<td>77.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours Final (sparse structure)</td>
<td><strong>80.6</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

They improve the results by 2%, while our improvement is about 8% which is significant. If the classifiers are improved, our results can be improved even more.

Table 3. Accuracy on MSRC2 dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Avg Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harmony Potentials [1]</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fully Connected CRF [12]</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segment CRF with Co-Occurrence [13]</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Classifier</td>
<td>76.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Classifier + Global</td>
<td>77.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local +Global + Spatial smoothing</td>
<td>81.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours Final (sparse structure)</td>
<td><strong>84.1</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In table 4 the average accuracy results per class are reported. As it is shown, our method does not compromise the per class accuracy for smoothing.

Table 4. Avg Accuracy Per Class

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>StanfordBG</th>
<th>SIFTflow</th>
<th>MSRC2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Local Classifier</td>
<td>53.8</td>
<td>37.6</td>
<td>71.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our Result</td>
<td><strong>77.3</strong></td>
<td><strong>45.8</strong></td>
<td><strong>76.8</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1. Discussion

Our method improves results obtained from the classifiers in two folds. First, by imposing some constraints on label graph, more meaningful pairwise costs are applied for scene labeling. For example, in the label graph as shown in figure 5, building and mountain have negative partial correlation, on the other hand, building and windows have high positive correlation. Therefore, as shown in the top row of examples in figure 5, the mountain segments are refined. Also, since windows-building have less pairwise-cost, the windows super-pixels are not smoothed out as it was the case in column (d).

In addition, expanding the connectivities beyond immediate vicinities boosts the strength of the model. Selective edges based on partial correlation between segments prevent the model from over-smoothing and enforce the correlated segments to be assigned relevant labels. For instance, in the image shown in figure 6 super-pixel 18 and 15 are not immediately adjacent; however, in the sparse correlation matrix they are positively correlated. Thus, there is an edge between them and consequently, since their similarity and correlation is high, they are labeled correctly.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed to incorporate context information in both label space and observation space (super-pixels) to boost local classifier results in order to better semantically label segments in an image. We used graphical lasso to estimate the sparse precision matrix of data to find relevant long distance interactions in addition to spatial smoothness. We have shown that, this model can refine label assignment using the correlation between labels as well as segments. Also, our model does not smooth out foreground labels as can be seen in spatial labeling. We reported improved experimental results on the SIFTflow, Stanford background and MSRC2 benchmark datasets.
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